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This paper aims at control design and its implementation for robust high-bandwidth precision
(nanoscale) positioning systems. Even though modern model-based control theoretic designs for
robust broadband high-resolution positioning have enabled orders of magnitude improvement in
performance over existing model independent designs, their scope is severely limited by the inefficacies of digital implementation of the control designs. High-order control laws that result from
model-based designs typically have to be approximated with reduced-order systems to facilitate
digital implementation. Digital systems, even those that have very high sampling frequencies,
provide low effective control bandwidth when implementing high-order systems. In this context, field
programmable analog arrays (FPAAs) provide a good alternative to the use of digital-logic based
processors since they enable very high implementation speeds, moreover with cheaper resources.
The superior flexibility of digital systems in terms of the implementable mathematical and logical
functions does not give significant edge over FPAAs when implementing linear dynamic control laws.
In this paper, we pose the control design objectives for positioning systems in different configurations
as optimal control problems and demonstrate significant improvements in performance when the
resulting control laws are applied using FPAAs as opposed to their digital counterparts. An improvement of over 200% in positioning bandwidth is achieved over an earlier digital signal processor (DSP)
based implementation for the same system and same control design, even when for the DSP-based
system, the sampling frequency is about 100 times the desired positioning bandwidth. C 2015 AIP
Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4929379]

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanopositioning forms one of the primary requirements of
many high-impact applications such as scanning probe microscopy, semiconductor test equipment, in synchrotrons for x-ray
microscopy, and in molecular biology studies. Typically, the
nanopositioning devices1 comprise flexure based stages which
are actuated by piezoelectric materials. The advantages of these
devices are several: they provide repeatable sub-nanometer
motion, do not have backlash, do not suffer from wear and tear,
require very little maintenance, can generate large forces, are
operable in a wide range of temperatures, and are not affected
by magnetic fields. The main challenges arise from the inherent
dynamics of the flexure stages, nonlinear effects of piezoactuation such as hysteresis and creep and effects of measurement
noise, model parameter uncertainties, and disturbance from the
surroundings that are difficult to model.
There have been several approaches to improve the speed,
resolution, and accuracy of nanopositioning systems. These
include—feedforward control designs,8,14 using charge amplifiers instead of voltage amplifiers to reduce hysteresis,6 and
feedback control designs with large gains at low frequen-
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cies.9,28 While feedforward controllers can be designed to
reject certain nonlinear effects such as hysteresis,7,8 such
schemes fail to cope up with various unmeasured input disturbances, thereby resulting in poor output performance. On
the other hand, implementations of feedback control designs
have resulted in positioning resolution being practically independent of piezoelectric nonlinearities, where their effects
become negligible compared to measurement noise. Furthermore, appropriate feedback designs are less sensitive to uncertainties in operating conditions than their feedforward counterparts. Commercial feedback schemes are typically based on
PI/PII designs. However, as shown in Ref. 27, such PI-based
schemes fail to meet the bandwidth requirements for positioning. The feedback control framework presented in Refs. 18 and
27 determines and quantifies trade-offs between performance
objectives, assesses if desired specifications are feasible, and
provides a way to design controllers to achieve specifications when possible. In Ref. 27, this framework had resulted
in a significant improvement by over 40 times for similar
stability margins when compared to proportional-integral/
proportional-integral-derivative (PI/PID) based design prevalent in the industry.
Motivated by the distinct advantages of both model-based
feedforward and feedback schemes and the inherent multiobjective aspect of this control problem, more recently, twodegrees-of-freedom (2DOF), optimal control design framework17–19,30,35 is being employed where the regular feedback
control is appended with a feedforward scheme for the
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reference signal to meet stricter performance specifications.
For example, in Ref. 18, the authors have analyzed fundamental trade-offs between positioning resolution, tracking
bandwidth, and robustness to modeling uncertainties in 2DOF
control designs for nanopositioning systems. The authors
achieve as high as 330% increase in bandwidth for a 2DOF
control architecture for similar robustness and resolution over
optimal feedback-only designs. However, the main bottleneck
is the implementation of such high-order controllers. For
example, in Ref. 18, even with very high-speed digital signal
processors (DSPs) (sampling freq. ∼100 kHz), the authors
were forced to implement reduced-order controllers, thereby
resulting in a non-optimal controller performance.
The advent of reconfigurable computing devices, such
as complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs) and field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), has given a new dimension to signal processing applications;15 not only they allow
users to customize the hardware to suit the specific requirements but also enable high speed applications. More recently,
field programmable analog arrays (FPAAs) have emerged as
interesting alternatives to most signal processing based applications.4 Even though the use of FPAA devices is still limited
due to small number of suppliers, a growing interest in using
FPAAs for various engineering applications is expected.12
In FPAAs, a fully differential switched capacitor architecture2 allows integration of a larger number of elements per
chip; high precision and high efficiency gain when compared
to DSP processors. The main popularity of FPGA based
implementations stems from the flexibility that digital systems
provide compared to their analog counterparts. However,
implementing FPGA based systems requires considerable
experience and familiarity and expertise in terms of allocation
of resources (computing units) to the tasks at hand. More
importantly, they inherit the disadvantages of discretization of
analog systems from sampling (such as aliasing) and imperfections in converting digital signals to the analog signals. Recent advances in FPAAs have resulted in increasingly flexible
systems that can accommodate a large set of mathematical
operations. It is relatively simple to implement transfer functions using FPAAs with reconfigurable networks of op-amps
based circuits; moreover, FPAA technology is relatively very
inexpensive. Although, a direct comparison between FPAA
and FPGA implementations is impossible; in this paper, we
bring out the differences between them in terms of implementing for a specific, although important, applications to precision
(nano) positioning in atomic force microscopy (AFM),31
especially with growing interest in high speed nanoimaging.
This paper aims at enabling high-bandwidth positioning to facilitate high-speed imaging in AFM. High speed
nanoimaging has many applications including imaging of
dynamic biomolecular processes.3 High-bandwidth demands
on positioning require high clock-speed/sampling frequency
from digital implementation platforms such as FPGA. These
requirements become severe as the controller order increases.
For instance, digital implementation of a 10th order controller
may require ten times higher sampling frequency than for a
typical third order implementation. In contrast, analog (FPAA)
based implementations require no sampling and bandwidths
of up to 400 kHz can be easily achieved.
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In this work, we explore model-based optimal control
designs for the X-Y nanopositioning system for different
application scenarios on an MFP3D AFM and experimentally implement these using FPAA devices. Specifically, we
consider control designs similar to those in Refs. 18 and 19.
The implementation of these designs using the FPAA has
resulted in a significant improvement (by about 200%) in
tracking bandwidths when compared to earlier DSP26 based
implementation of similar control design, which themselves
are about 9 times faster than an exhaustively tuned PI/PII
designs, prevalent in commercial systems.18,27
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
present the objectives and challenges in high speed control of
positioning systems. In Section III, we present various control
schemes that we have implemented on the piezo-stage system.
In Section IV, we give details of implementation on the FPAA
and experimental results. We also motivate the use of FPAAs
by highlighting the limitations of a high-end DSP26 for a
model-based control design. Finally, in Section V, we present
the conclusions and future work.

II. OBJECTIVES AND CHALLENGES

A typical nanopositioning system comprises of a flexure
stage and actuators (typically piezoelectric) and/or sensors
along with the feedback system. We present our analysis and
design in terms of transfer function block diagrams as shown
in Fig. 1. In this figure, G is the transfer function of the
scanner comprising the actuator, flexure stage, and the sensor.
It represents the dynamical relationship between its output,
the flexure stage displacement y, and its input, the voltage u
given to the actuator. The signals d, n, and r represent noise
due to unmodeled dynamics, sensor noise, and the command
signal that a positioning system needs to track, respectively.
In an open-loop positioning system, where the sensor
signal is not fed back to the controller, the performance is
severely limited by mechanical noise such as drift, creep,
and hysteresis. Including their precise behavior in device
models is practically infeasible and hence they are treated
as noise. Therefore, feedback based schemes are employed to
compensate for the mechanical noise at the cost of relatively
small sensor noise.
As discussed in Ref. 18, the performance of a nanopositioning system is characterized by its resolution, tracking
bandwidth, and robustness to modeling uncertainties. The
main objective for the design of the controller K is to make
the tracking error small and simultaneously attenuate sensor
noise to achieve high resolution. This is achieved by posing a

FIG. 1. Block diagram schematic for nanopositioning systems.
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model-based multi-objective optimization framework, where
the required objectives are described in terms of norms of the
corresponding transfer functions, as described below.
From Fig. 1, we have
Tracking error, e = (1 + GK)−1(r − n) = S(r − n),
Output displacement, y = GK e = T(r − n),
Control input, u = K e = K S(r − n),

(1)

S = 1/(1 + GK),
T = GK/(1 + GK),
where the sensitivity transfer function, S, is the closed-loop
transfer function from reference r to tracking error e, and the
complementary sensitivity transfer function, T, is the closedloop transfer function from reference r to the displacement y.
It can be shown that the ratio of percentage change in output
displacement to percentage change in model parameters is
dy/ y
equal to the sensitivity transfer function, i.e., dG/G
= S.
Therefore, S is a measure of robustness of the closed-loop
system to modeling and parametric plant uncertainties. The
bandwidth ω B is the frequency where Bode plot of the
sensitivity transfer function crosses the −3 dB line. There
are fundamental limitations on the achievable specifications,
which regardless of the control design cannot be overcome.
For instance, due to the algebraic constraint, S + T = 1,
increasing ω B would mean that T would still be large for
relatively higher frequencies. Because T represents the closedloop transfer function from noise n to displacement y, this
would result in significant amplification of high-frequency
noise, thereby resulting in poor tracking performance. Similar
to ω B, ω BT is the bandwidth based on the complementary
sensitivity transfer function T, defined by its crossing of the
−3 dB line. For better resolution, i.e., better noise mitigation,
ω BT should be small.
Similarly, K S is the closed-loop transfer function from
tracking error e to controller output u. K S needs to be bounded
so that the controller output u is bounded. Since in case of
MFP-3D, the maximum absolute voltage the piezo-actuators
provide is ≈10 V, it is important to bound the controller output
to avoid signal saturation and its effects.
In the context of nanopositioning systems, most applications impose high demands on positioning resolution and
tracking bandwidths. Other challenges include nonlinear
flexure stage dynamics that limit the bandwidth of the
positioning stage and nonlinearities in piezoactuation such
as hysteresis and creep that are difficult to model. Using
modern control techniques, most of these challenges have been
addressed.18,19,25,29 However, the bottleneck is in the hardware
implementation of the control schemes, which demand very
high sampling frequencies. In this work, we address this issue
by the use of FPAAs, which allow analog implementation of
the controllers.

III. OPTIMAL CONTROL DESIGN SCHEMES FOR
NANOPOSITIONING SYSTEMS

In this work, we have focused on high-bandwidth, highresolution, and reliable positioning. The design of control

laws for achieving simultaneously above objectives renders
tuning-based control designs (PI/PII) impractical and ineffective. Hence, we employ modern robust control theoretic
framework, where an optimization problem over a set of
proper, stabilizing controllers, K is posed for a given set of
design specifications and when feasible, results in an optimal
control law K. The main advantage of this approach is that the
performance objectives can be directly incorporated into the
cost function. These optimization problems are of the form,
min ∥Φ(K)∥∞,

K ∈K

(2)

where Φ is a matrix transfer function whose elements are
in terms of the closed-loop transfer functions in (1). For
example, Φ represents a matrix transfer function from external
variables, such as reference command r and sensor noise n, to
regulated outputs, such as tracking error e and control signal
u. In this case, minimizing ∥Φ∥∞ is equivalent to making
the ratio of the magnitudes of regulated variables to external
variables small, regardless of the external signals (i.e., the
optimization problem seeks to minimize the worst case gain
from disturbance inputs to system outputs). More specifically,
in this section, we present control designs for the above goals
using (1) 2DOF H∞ framework, (2) 2DOF model-matching
framework,18 and (3) 2DOF Glover-McFarlane robustifying
framework.13
Remark: These optimization problems have been studied
extensively10,33 and can be solved efficiently using standard
MATLAB22 routines.
A. 2-DOF H∞ control

The feedback-only scheme has certain performance limitations, which can be alleviated by using a 2DOF architecture
shown in Fig. 2(a).18,19
In contrast to the feedback-only scheme, where the
controller acts only on the difference between the reference r
and the position-measurement ym , in the 2DOF scheme, the
controller acts independently on them. The generalized plant
for a 2DOF H∞ control framework is shown in Fig. 2(b). From
Fig. 2(a),
Tracking error, e = Ser r + T n,
Position, y = Tyr r − T n,
Controlsignal, u = S(K f f + K f b )r − SK f b n,
Ser = S(1 − GK f f ),
Tyr = SG(K f f + K f b ).
The signals WS e, Wuu, and WT y represent tracking error, the
noise component in the position signal, and the control signal,
respectively, where the weights WS , WT , and Wu are chosen
to reflect the design specifications of tracking bandwidth,
positioning resolution, and saturation limits on the control
signal. To achieve these objectives, a control design K which
minimizes the H∞-norm of the transfer function from w to
z is sought through the optimal control problem. H∞-norm
is the maximum singular value of a transfer function over
the space of matrix-valued functions that are bounded in the
open right-half of the complex plane defined by Re(s) > 0.
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FIG. 3. Model matching through the prefilter problem.

incorporated by choosing the appropriate model Tref , and
since the closed-loop device is designed to mimic the
model, it inherits the transient characteristics too. If T is
the original complementary sensitivity transfer function with
the feedback-only component, the mismatch error signal from
Fig. 3 is given by e = (Tref − T Kpre)r. Hence, minimizing the
mismatch error signal is equivalent to
min ∥E(s)∥∞ = min ∥Tref − T Kpre ∥∞,

Kpre ∈K

FIG. 2. A 2DOF H∞ control architecture. (a) A control architecture with
both feedforward and feedback controllers—K f f and K f b . The control
design specifications are expressed using weighting functions WS, WT , and
Wu . (b) The control problem is then posed as a mathematical optimization
problem seeking minimum of the H∞-norm of the generalized plant, P.
The solution to this optimization problem results in an optimal stabilizing
controller K = [K f f K f b ]T .

Kpre ∈K

(4)

where K is a set of all stabilizing controllers. If T is minimum
phase with no RHP (right half plane) zeros, this optimization
problem is trivial and the optimal prefilter Kpre = T −1Tref .
However, typical nanopositioning systems are flexure based
with non-collocated actuators and sensors, which typically
manifest as non-minimum phase zeros of T. In this case, the
optimal solution can be found by applying NP (NevanlinnaPick) theory described in Ref. 10.
C. 2DOF Optimal robust model matching control

The optimization problem then is to solve for all stabilizing
controllers K posed in the stacked sensitivity framework,
Ws S
min Wu K S
K ∈K
Wt T

,

(3)

∞

where K is a set of all stabilizing controllers. This optimization problem is solved using standard MATLAB routines.
The feedback-only control scheme is indeed a special case
of the 2DOF scheme, where K f f = 0. The control objectives
translate to small roll-off frequency as well as high roll-off
rates for T to have good resolution, a long range of frequencies
for which Ser is small to achieve large bandwidth, and low
(near 1) values of the peak in the magnitude plot of S( jω)
for robustness to modeling uncertainties.29 The optimization
problem is to find stabilizing controllers K = [K f f K f b ]T
∈ K such that the H∞-norm of the regulated output z is
minimized.
B. 2DOF model-matching control

Some nanopositioning systems have pre-designed feedback component K f b , which cannot be replaced or changed.
However, typically, there are no such restrictions on the
feedforward control design since it can be easily implemented
as a prefilter on the reference signal. The prefilter Kpre is
chosen so that the closed-loop transfer function T mimics
the reference transfer function Tref (Fig. 3). Desired transient
characteristics such as settling time and overshoot can be

Even though some nanopositioning systems with predesigned feedback controllers exhibit satisfactory resolution
and tracking bandwidth when operated at “near optimal” operating conditions, a slight deviation from these operating conditions may result in rapid degradation in tracking performance
sometimes resulting in system instability. For such systems,
robustness is a major concern. In Ref. 32, Glover-McFarlane
method13,23 that wrapped around pre-existing controllers was
implemented that resulted in significant improvements in
robustness. In the current work, we use a 2DOF control design
developed in Refs. 16 and 20 to simultaneously design a
wrap-around feedback controller for robustness as well as
the feedforward controller for better bandwidth. Fig. 4(a)
shows the optimal 2DOF robust control architecture. The plant
G s = GK s is the shaped plant with K s being the pre-existing
controller. The optimization routine seeks K = [Kr K y ] such
that the closed-loop system guarantees “optimal” robustness
to modeling uncertainties as well as minimizing the mismatch
between the transfer function from r to y and a reference
transfer function Tref . The robustness condition is imposed
by requiring the controller to guarantee stability for a set of
transfer function models that are “close” to the nominal model
G s . The resulting optimal controller guarantees the stability
of the closed-loop positioning system where the shaped-plant
is represented by any transfer function G p in the set,

G p = (M − ∆ M )−1(N + ∆ N ), ∥[∆ M ∆ N ]∥∞ ≤ γ −1 , (5)
where G s = M −1 N is a coprime factorization,34 [∆ M ∆ N ]
represents the uncertain dynamics, and γ specifies a bound
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FIG. 4. A 2DOF optimal robustifying controller architecture. (a) 2DOF
Glover-McFarlane control framework. Uncertainties in the plant are represented by ∆ = [∆ M ∆ N ] and Tref represents the reference transfer function.
ρ is a scalar parameter that captures the relative importance between robustness and model-matching. For ρ = 0, the problem reverts to standard 2DOF
H∞ optimization problem described earlier. (b) Generalized plant for optimal
2DOF robust model matching controller.

on this uncertainty. This characterization of uncertainty
is particularly relevant to nanopositioning systems which
typically have very low damping; uncertainties in plant
parameters for such systems are well addressed by the
uncertainty set in Equation (5). Fig. 4(b) shows the generalized
plant for 2DOF optimal control robust control framework.
The regulated output in this case is z = [uT y T eT ]T and
the controller K is sought to minimize the H∞-norm of the
transfer function Φz w from w = [r T φT ]T to z, as shown in
Fig. 4(a), described by
 u  
ρKr S
  
ρG s Kr S
 y  = 
 e   2
   ρ (G s Kr S − M0)

K y SM −1

SM −1 

ρSM −1 

 r 
  ,
φ

(6)

where S = (1 − G s K y )−1 and the exogenous signal φ represents a disturbance signal due to the unmodeled dynamics.

IV. CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION ON FPAA AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Hardware description
1. X-Y nanopositioning system

Fig. 5(a) shows the schematic of the X-Y nanopositioning
system (MFP-3D X-Y scanner). The scanner has two flexure
components with component “X” stacked over “Y” where
the sample holder is carried by the X-component. Both
stages can deform under the application of force, thereby
providing the required motion. These forces are generated
using stacked-piezos. The motion of each flexure component
is measured by the corresponding nanopositioning sensors

FIG. 5. Associated hardware for nanopositioning control. (a) Schematic of
the MFP-3D flexure scanner and (b) a custom designed PCB for interfacing
FPAA with the nanopositioning stage.

which are modified from the linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT) and the associated demodulation circuit.
The piezoactuators lead to a travel range of 90 µm in closed
loop in both directions. The nanopositioning sensors have
noise less than 0.6 nm (deviation) over 0.1–1 kHz bandwidth.
2. FPAAs

The controllers are implemented using FPAAs, which
have a direct bandwidth advantage over a very highperformance DSP.26 We now give an analysis for estimating
sampling frequency requirements for a DSP implementation.
The equations describing the dynamics of a linear controller
of order nc are given by
x(t + τs ) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),
y(t + τs ) = C x(t + τs ) + Du(t),

(7)
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where A ∈ Rn c ×n c , B ∈ Rn c , C ∈ R1×n c , and D ∈ R are
controller parameters; x ∈ Rn c represents its state; τs is the
sampling time-period; and u(t) and y(t) represent its input
and output, respectively. Since we have two such controllers
in a 2DOF setup, each iteration on DSP roughly requires
2(nc + 1)2 multiplications and as many summations. Our
DSP+FPGA based processor P25M26 has an internal clock
that runs at 225 MHz. Moreover, the latencies for a 16-bit
floating point multiplication are 5 clock cycles and a summation operation has a typical latency of 2 clock cycles. Since
the nanopositioning stages under consideration are identified
as 9th or 10th-order plants, a simple computation shows
that for a 9th-order, 2DOF setup, the maximum allowable
theoretical sampling speed is roughly 150 kHz, which is 1500
times slower than FPGA clock rate. Moreover, additional
clocks are required to execute instructions pertaining to
analog inputs/outputs and other useful loop instructions, not
forgetting the various saturation conditions for the controller
outputs. In practice, we only achieved a maximum of 30 kHz
sampling rate for a 2DOF, 9th-order control setup. Since the
nanopositioning devices under consideration have resonant
frequencies in order of 1-2 kHz, it is not recommended to
have a sampling frequency lower than 25-30 kHz. Thus, even
a very high-performance DSP can only support reduced order
controllers of up to 9th-order. This issue can be alleviated
using FPAAs, which have implementation bandwidths up to
400 kHz, as is confirmed by the successful implementation of a
13th-order, 2DOF controller resulting in a 200% improvement
in tracking bandwidth (for more details, please refer to
Sec. IV F).
FPAA2 offers direct realization of very high bandwidth
controllers (∼400 kHz) by employing AnadigmDesigner2
EDA software. The software allows designer to construct
complex analog functions using configurable analog modules
(CAMs) as building blocks. With easy-to-use drag-anddrop interface, the design process can be measured in
minutes allowing complete analog systems to be built rapidly,
simulated immediately, and then downloaded to the FPAA
chip for testing and validation. A custom designed printedcircuit-board (PCB) (see Fig. 5(b)) is used to interface singleended ±10 V AFM signals with 0–3.3 V differential signals
referenced at 1.5 V. This is achieved by using operational
amplifiers AD-8130 and AD-8132 (Analog Devices, Norwood, MA, USA) to scale and convert differential signals
to single-ended signals and vice versa.
B. System identification

To identify the dynamics of the positioning systems in
our lab, we adapt the well-known blackbox identification
method.21 A sine sweep signal, over a desired frequency
range, is provided to the system and the LVDT sensor output
is measured. A linear parametric model is then fitted to this
experimental input-output data. The frequency response based
identification was done where a sine-sweep over frequencies
ranging from 1 Hz to 10 kHz with an amplitude of 100 mV
was given to each axis using an NI PCIe-6361. The system
identification yields following results for the two stages - X
and Y (see Fig. 6): clearly, the positioning piezos’ bandwidth

Rev. Sci. Instrum. 86, 085004 (2015)

FIG. 6. Frequency response results for the piezo-stages.

is approximately 1 kHz. We are anyway not interested in the
dynamics beyond this frequency regime. MATLAB invreqs
command is used to fit a linear parametric model through
the frequency response data. Weighted iterative least square
fitting was performed over 0-2 kHz and the reduction through
balanced realization11 resulted in the following parametric
models:
−0.022 119(s + 2.954 × 104)(s − 8151) (s + 418.9)
(s + 217.1)
(s2 + 717.5s + 1.013 × 107)
2
7
(s + 8117)(s + 1185s + 4.616 × 10 )
×
(s + 1796)(s2 + 1440s + 7.142 × 107)
(s2 + 890.2s + 1.131 × 107)
× 2
(s + 1827s + 3.751 × 107)
(s2 + 350.3s + 1.175 × 108)
× 2
(s + 267.1s + 1.182 × 108)
(s2 + 452.4s + 1.494 × 108)
× 2
,
(s + 605.8s + 1.473 × 108)
−0.054 548(s2 + 238.8s + 9.739 × 105) (s − 7670)
=
(s + 3158)
(s2 + 256.3s + 8.251 × 105)
2
7
(s + 3179s + 1.604 × 10 )
× 2
(s + 522.7s + 9.055 × 106)
(s2 + 295.3s + 1.95 × 107)
× 2
.
(s + 438.5s + 1.891 × 107)

Gx x =

Gy y

From Fig. 6, one must note that the Y-stage is a slower
stage and identified as a lower-order (7th-order) plant. Since
the order of a plant directly determines the order of a
model-based controller, implementation of optimal controller
for the Y-stage is achieved using fewer FPAAs. This is in
contrast to the control design for higher-order X-stage, where
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implementation of a full-order controller requires twice as
many resources.
C. Implementation on the FPAA

Each FPAA board from Anadigm family has limited
number of op-amps and is capable of implementing only
up to a maximum of eighth-order transfer function (for
non-minimum phase systems, the realized order is even
lesser). However, by daisy chaining of FPAAs, higher-order
controllers can be easily implemented. A full-order controller
implementation requires more than one FPAA board. The
2DOF control design schemes for lower-order Y-stage are
implemented using fewer (two) FPAA units. In addition, a
13th-order 2DOF controller is implemented on the X-stage
that requires four daisy-chained FPAAs. This is in contrast to
controller implementation in Ref. 18 where lack of high-speed
processing capabilities in DSP did not allow simultaneous
implementation of controllers for both X and Y stages.
We now present the FPAA implementation of the control
algorithms described in Sec. III on the MFP-3D scanner Ystage (and X-stage).
D. 2DOF H∞ control design for the Y-stage

To overcome the shortcomings resulting from feedback
only control, we now implement a 2DOF H∞ control design,
similar to Ref. 19. Even though a 2DOF framework has separate controls for reference and error signals, the fundamental
algebraic limitation still holds true, S + T = 1. To alleviate
this problem even further, weighting functions Wr and Wn are
used to shape reference and noise signals, respectively. The
weighting functions for the 2DOF optimization problem are
Ws =

58.8235(s + 1257)
0.5(s + 1.257 × 104)
,
,
Wt =
(s + 125.7)
(s + 1.257 × 105)
Wu = 0.1.

FIG. 7. 2DOF H∞ robust control for Y-stage. (a) Tracking performance for
a 100 Hz triangular waveform, (b) associated sensitivity (solid blue) and
complementary sensitivity (dotted green) transfer functions.

counterpart. The reference and experimental trajectories are
in phase, whereas this was not the case with 1DOF setup. The
closed-loop bandwidths are ω B = 130 Hz and ω BT = 520 Hz.
The complementary sensitivity transfers function rolls-off at
a rate of −20 dB/decade, thereby, attenuating high-frequency
noise.
E. 2DOF model-matching control for the Y-stage

The choice of Wr = 1.9531(s+251.3)(s+5027)
and Wn = Wr −1 is
(s+628.3)2(s+3.142×104)
made such that at the frequency, the Wt starts increasing,
Wr starts increasing, and Wn starts decreasing (in fact, Wn is
chosen as the inverse of Wr ). The optimization routine resulted
in the feedforward controller, K f f , and feedback controller,
K f b , with γo pt = 2.8654. Model reduction technique resulted
in the following reduced-order controllers:

We now design the prefilter-based control, assuming K f b
(from 1DOF H∞ control design) as the pre-designed feedback
component, where

−2.2489(s + 1.706 × 106)(s + 1.401 × 104)
(s + 3.024 × 105)(s2 + 3052s + 4.001 × 107)
(s + 6833)(s + 2790)(s − 6764)
× 2
,
(8)
(s + 1.798 × 104 s + 3.764 × 108)
−0.661 07(s + 1.217 × 105)(s + 5.997 × 105)
Kf b =
(s + 3.35 × 105)(s + 1.219 × 106)
(s − 9.831 × 106) (s2 + 405.5s + 3.445 × 106)
×
.
(s + 4.857 × 104) (s + 1.08 × 104)(s + 109.4)
(9)

The NP solution resulted in a stable prefilter, which after
model-reduction and dc gain adjustment resulted in the
following sixth-order prefilter:

The experimental tracking results for 100 Hz triangular
waveforms are shown in Fig. 7. Clearly, the 2DOF control
design is better at tracking when compared to its 1DOF

The closed-loop bandwidths are ω B = 78 Hz and ω BT
= 340 Hz. The experimental tracking results for 100 Hz
triangular waveforms are shown in Fig. 8.

2

Kf f =

Kf b =

1.413(s + 3.607 × 105) (s2 + 208.1s + 7.438 × 105)
(s + 3.972 × 104) (s2 + 168.7s + 8.335 × 105)
×

(s + 2150)(s2 + 598.5s + 1.054 × 107)
.
(s + 125.7)(s2 + 3479s + 2.233 × 107)

Kpre =

(10)

0.000 794 05(s + 1.217 × 106)(s + 2.804 × 104)
(s2 + 713.5s + 1.192 × 106)
2
(s + 428.6s + 9.935 × 105)
× 2
(s + 412s + 3.698 × 106)
×

(s2 + 1965s + 6.623 × 106)
.
(s2 + 3286s + 4.048 × 107)

(11)
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FIG. 9. Alternative representation of 2DOF Optimal robust model matching
framework.

2. High-order controller for X-stage

We now implement higher-order 2DOF optimal robust
model-matching controller for the X-stage. With ρ = 1 and
W1 = 1, the H∞ optimization routine resulted in the following
stabilizing controllers in the positive feedback setup:
K1 =

FIG. 8. Model-matching controller for Y-stage. (a) Tracking performance
for a 100 Hz triangular waveform, (b) associated sensitivity (solid blue) and
complementary sensitivity (dotted green) transfer functions.

2 473 622.941(s + 1935)(s + 265.2)
(s + 1.087 × 106)(s + 3336)(s + 481.3)
(s2 + 1897s + 3.823 × 107)
× 2
(s + 9534s + 5.876 × 107)
(s2 + 1740s + 7.089 × 107)
× 2
(s + 1427s + 4.69 × 107)
(s2 + 285.9s + 1.168 × 108)
× 2
(s + 292.3s + 1.195 × 108)
(s2 + 588.7s + 1.471 × 108)
× 2
(s + 588.9s + 1.486 × 108)
×

(s2 + 750.2s + 1.031 × 107)
,
(s2 + 1035s + 1.117 × 107)

(13)

F. 2DOF Optimal robust model matching control

An alternative representation of the 2DOF optimal robust
model matching design is shown in Fig. 9, where W1 is the
filter for shaping the plant G, and K1 is replaced by K1Wi to
give exact model-matching at steady-state. The parameters,
ρ,W1, and Tref can be adjusted, if required.
1. Low-order controller for Y-stage

We now implement the above 2DOF optimal robustifying
model-matching controller on the Y-stage. With ρ = 1 and
W1 = 1, the optimization routine resulted in the following
stabilizing controllers in the positive feedback setup:
K1 =

0.294 83(s2 + 223.4s + 7.538 × 105)
(s + 7.195 × 104)(s + 8701)
×

(s2 + 536.7s + 1.063 × 107)
(s2 + 274.2s + 9.724 × 105)

(s2 + 6.2e04s + 1.06 × 1010)
,
(s2 + 1959s + 1.179 × 107)
−0.051 402(s + 5902)(s + 434.7)
KS =
(s2 + 299.9s + 1.032 × 106)
×

×

(s2 − 1701s + 2.723 × 106)
.
(s2 + 1651s + 1.386 × 107)

(12)

The closed-loop bandwidths are ω B = 116 Hz and ω BT = 340
Hz. The experimental tracking results for 100 Hz triangular
waveforms are shown in Fig. 10.

FIG. 10. 2DOF optimal robustifying model-matching control for Y-stage.
(a) Tracking performance for a 100 Hz triangular waveform, (b) associated
sensitivity (solid blue) and complementary sensitivity (dotted green) transfer
functions.
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FIG. 12. Error between commanded and observed displacements for the
X-stage.

FIG. 11. 2DOF optimal robustifying model-matching control for X-stage.
(a) Tracking performance for a 100 Hz triangular waveform, (b) associated
sensitivity (solid blue) and complementary sensitivity (dotted green) transfer
functions.

KS =

0.044 238(s − 8.466 × 106)(s + 940.8)
(s + 1.087 × 106)(s + 482.4)
2
(s + 944.6s + 3.15 × 107)
× 2
(s + 9588s + 5.846 × 107)
(s2 − 2520s + 5.961 × 107)
× 2
(s + 1438s + 4.714 × 107)
(s2 + 201.2s + 1.181 × 108)
× 2
(s + 310.7s + 1.176 × 108)
(s2 + 637.9s + 1.47 × 108)
× 2
(s + 569.3s + 1.484 × 108)
×

(s2 + 682.2s + 8.254 × 106)
.
(s2 + 1032s + 1.109 × 107)

(14)

robustness. From Fig. 6, it is evident that the Y-stage is a
slower stage (with open-loop bandwidth ≈180 Hz). Hence,
even with the modern control techniques, it is practically not
viable for the Y-stage to completely track a band-unlimited
100 Hz triangular reference command. This however is not
true for the X-stage (faster stage), where a large open-loop
bandwidth (∼370 Hz) enables high-speed tracking. We had
also obtained tracking results for 20 Hz reference signal and
the commanded and observed responses for the Y-stage were
found to be indistinguishable; however, the low-frequency
tracking results are excluded from this article for the sake of
compactness.
Note 2: The definition of bandwidth in this paper is
directly borrowed from the electrical engineering world and
refers to −3 dB (gain ∼0.707) crossover frequency. Since
sensitivity defined earlier is a measure of lack of robustness
of a closed-loop system, a −3 dB gain value in the sensitivity
transfer function amounts to about 70% uncertainty. Hence,
it makes sense to introduce a new definition of bandwidth
for mechanical systems. We consider the −40 dB (1%
uncertainty) gain crossover frequency ω B′. Note that for above
full-order Glover-McFarlane control design, the closed-loop
bandwidth with respect to −40 dB gain crossover frequency,
ω B′ = ∼80 Hz, is comparable to the bandwidth in Ref. 18
for the same system, but defined with respect to −3 dB gain
crossover. Thus the proposed implementation yields a very
high degree of robustness.

The experimental tracking results for 100 Hz sinusoidal and
triangular waveforms are shown in Fig. 11. The closed-loop
bandwidths are ω B = 240 Hz and ω BT = 975 Hz, which
is about 200% improvement over the previously reported
results19 for the 2DOF optimal robust model matching control
for the X-stage. The LVDT sensor voltage to displacement
gain is 7.68 µm/V. Fig. 12 shows the experimental error
between commanded and observed displacements for the Xstage. It is observed that the worst case error is ∼100 nm.
Note 1: It is evident from the above figures that the simulated and the experimental responses for both the stages are
in unison. However, one may assume that the relatively poor
command tracking for the Y-stage is attributed to poor control
design. This however is not the case. In fact, the controllers
are obtained by solving well-posed optimization problems
and hence guarantee optimal closed-loop performance and

FIG. 13. Experimental frequency response of the controller K1. Due to
the limitations of our digital signal analyzer (DSA), the identification is
performed up to 40 kHz. It is clearly seen that the frequency response of
the implemented controller captures various peaks in the simulated bode plot
of the controller.
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Note 3: The main advantage with FPAA-based control
designs is the ease of implementing high-bandwidth, highorder controllers without the need to address issues such as
sampling and digitization. This claim is further substantiated
by obtaining the experimental frequency response of the 13thorder controller K1 in (14) and comparing it against the
simulated steady-state response, as shown in Fig. 13.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, various control designs including modelmatching and optimal robustifying designs have been implemented using FPAA devices and the results are found to
closely match the simulated results. A significant improvement (200%) over DSP based implementations is demonstrated through experiments. Though high-speed control of
nanopositioning systems is important for video-rate imaging
in AFMs, faster control of cantilever systems is an equally
significant and challenging requirement for AFMs. One of
the future directions of this work is to extend the FPAA
based implementation to achieve high-speed reference signal
tracking as proposed in Ref. 24 for video rate imaging in AFM.
While the experiments are being performed for model-based
control of dynamic-AFMs, we have already demonstrated a
successful implementation of Q-control of microcantilevers
using FPAAs.5
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